
New design
solutions

Unifying creativity and advanced technology.

This is the premise for personalized options,   

stemming from everlasting research and design  

solutions aiming at excellence.

The Ennerev collection Buon Riposo stands for the 

cherished value of traditions blending in with most 

advanced comfort technologies.

buon riposo



Easy Clean 
100% hypoallergenic

Memory Tech  
Dual comfort

Natura Kapok
The freshness of silk and cotton

Breathable and elastic with optimum hypoallergenic and 

antibacterial characteristics, this product is realised in 

hollow core thermal polyester fibres that ensure the

flow of air and assist with the evaporation of humidity 

generated by the body during rest. It is supplied by 

Dacron®, a European leader in the production of

padding fibres. The external fabric is treated with 

antibacterial products to protect against dust mites.

High-tech padding and double the comfort. A winter side 

in visco elastic memory foam adapts and distributes

body weight in a balanced manner. The summer side is 

made from innovative InfraCycle™, a fibre that exploits 

infrared technology to evenly distribute body heat to 

favour the circulation of blood and maximise comfort.

Vegetable silk padding. This extremely light and elastic

fibre is made from ultra-thin filaments of cellulose full 

of air pockets, covered by a layer of natural wax, 

obtained from the fruits of the tropical Kapok tree. 

With the ability to trap up to 80% of air, it is an 

excellent insulator and inhospitable to bacteria thanks 

to its rapid drying property.

The external fabric is treated with antibacterial 

products.

InfraCycle™ is used, for its characteristics, in the sport domain as well. Thermoregulation on garments realized 

with normal or technical fibres is not evenly distributed, instead concentrating around stress points.

On the contrary, garments made using the InfraCycle™ fibre distribute body heat evenly, enhancing blood cir-

culation and improving comfort.

Normal Garment    Infracycle™ Garment



3000/1600/800 Pocket Springs & Memory Foam

Micro-Pocket Springs & Memory Foam
Pocket Springs & Memory Foam

Micro-Pocket Springs 3000-1600
Pocket Springs 800

3000/1600/800 Pocket Springs

Ennerev offers independent micro-pocket spring mattresses, an evolution of pocket spring mattresses, to 

obtain a comfortable mattress that supports the body with extreme accuracy. The comfort of individual 

micro-pocket spring mattresses comes from their response to the pressures exerted by each single part

of the body; the support provided by micro-pocket springs, smaller than standard springs, is even more 

accurate, capillary and well ventilated to guarantee the quality of an excellent night’s sleep.

Spring and memory foam mattresses combine the best of spring and micro-pocket spring mattresses with

models in memory foam. They constitute the best option for anyone seeking firm and differentiated sup-

port without renouncing to comfort and relaxation that memory foams offers, with characteristics of 

adapting to shape and temperature of the body and counterbalancing every movement during sleep. 

Spring & memory foam mattresses ensure internal ventilation and great breathability.



Bonnell Spring 700 
Bonnell Spring 400

Bonnell 700/400           Bonnell 400 & Memory Foam

Traditional Bonnell wire spring mattresses are prefect for those looking for a rigid mattress, that offers firm support. 

They are dependable and durable. Ennerev proposes these mattresses with strongly connected spring structures, 

protected by a perimeter Box Spring that avoids any collapse, and a padded cover above and below. In general it 

features one side designed for optimum temperature control during the summer and another for the winter.

Ennerev’s rigid spring mattresses are also proposed with two levels: a very rigid and firm orthopaedic mattress, or in 

a classical version that, while still firm, is more welcoming.

Bonnell's peculiar firmness is combined with a shaped Visco-memory layer on the winter side, a gradual return foam 

that memorises the forms of the body and improves comfort during sleep.  The result is a“spine-straightening” unit 

that helps properly extend the spinal column. The summer side, instead, features a profile in breathable Evocell 

foam.



guaranteed hygiene

removable and washable cover

side panel featuring 

3-space breathable fabric

microfibre multi-handle 

side panel

26
mattress height 26 cm

certifiied Class 1 
medical device

Camel version

External cover available for:

REGAL - HERMITAGE

height cm 26

BIJOUX - CAPITAL

height cm 26

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-soft

Regal
3000 Springs & Memory

Bijoux
1600 Springs & Memory

Hermitage 
3000 Springs

Capital 
1600 Springs



Milk version



guaranteed hygiene

removable and washable cover

24
mattress height 24 cm

MF-p
quilted microfibre side band                           matching topper   

with fabric trimmings

Bianco Ghiaccio version

External cover available for:

TRESOR - SUPREME

height cm 24

ETOILE - ABSOLUTE

height cm 24

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

0 10 20 30

firmness medium

certifiied Class 1 
medical device

Tresor
3000 Springs & Memory

Etoile
1600 Springs & Memory

Supreme 
3000 Springs

Absolute 
1600 Springs



Grigio Pioggia version 

and SUPREME Topper



guaranteed hygiene

removable and washable cover

24
mattress height abt. 24 cm

MF
quilted microfibre side band                           matching topper

certifiied Class 1 
medical device

External cover available for:

PERLE

height cm 24

PREMIUM 7 - TOP 7

height cm 24

0 10 20 30

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

firmness medium-firm

Perle
800 Springs & Memory

Premium 7 sfoderabile
800 Springs

Top 7 
800 Springs





24
matching topper                        mattress height abt. 24 cm

External cover available for:

FEELING 5 PLUS - FEELING 5

height cm 24

ADAPTO

height cm 24

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

certifiied Class 1 
medical device

Feeling 5 Plus Sfoderabile Adapto 
800 Springs & Memory              800 Springs

Feeling 5 
800 Springs & Memory





Xtra-ordinario

Xtra-ordinario

Just like any breakthroughs in history, the Xtra-ordinario 

project stems from a simple, yet bright idea.

Why do not reconsider the original spring shape?

Why do not look into new materials, challenge modern 

technologies and think up a new concept for a 

revolutionary independent spring mattress?

The challenge led Ennerev commit to an unprecedented 

project with the ambitious goal of fulfilling demands for 

an innovative sleep system.

The detailed study of modern biomechanics and 

bioengineering led to groundbreaking projects 

that better serve spine and posture comfort 

needs: the new spring concept must abide by 

inner workings and principles of bioengineering 

science that lay the framework for an ideal rest. 

The following step had been rethinking the 

traditional spring made with steel into using 

natural low-impact materials that at the same 

time ensure lasting superior perfomance, yet 

allow for several customization options.



Topper 

Topper PREMIUM - height cm. 5Topper ELEGANCE - height cm. 5

Topper SUPREME - height cm. 5       Topper FASCINO - height cm. 5



26

6
6 handles

matching topper        mattress height abt. 26 cm

White version

microfibre side band 

with hand side stitching

External cover available for:

FASCINO 700

height cm 26

RELAXIA

height cm 26

0 10 20 30

firmness medium-firm

0 10 20 30

firmness firm

Fascino 
700 Bonnell

Relaxia 
400 Bonnell



Brown version
and FASCINO Topper



24
mattress height abt. 24 cm

matching topper

height cm 24

0 10 20 30

firmness firm

Elegance   
400 Bonnell & Memory



ARMONIA ARMONIA SFODERABILE

ARMONIA ANALLERGICO 

p
dry clean only 
removable cover

hypoallergenic

hypoallergenic

guaranteed hygiene

removable and washable cover

Evocell high resilience 
foam layer ht. 25 mm

External cover available for:

height cm 24

0 10 20 30

firmness firm

Armonia
Armonia hypoallergenic 
Armonia sfoderabile 

400 Bonnell



Concept & Graphic Design

Design Associati

Photo

Step

Printing

Grafiche Antiga
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